Verifying Conceptual Domain Models with Human Computation:
A Case Study in Software Engineering

Abstract
Conceptual domain models, such as taxonomies, knowledge
graphs or EER diagrams are core to all information systems.
The task of verifying the correctness of these models is of
high interest to the knowledge and software engineering communities and attracted the first solution approaches using human computation. Yet, since these solutions are published
within the boundaries of their communities, there is a lack
of concerted work on this task. As a first step to alleviate this
status quo, we formalize the problem of verifying conceptual
models and propose a generic approach (VeriCoM) to solve
it with human computation techniques. We show how VeriCoM was applied in a software engineering use case focusing on verifying the correctness of an EER diagram against a
system specification document. An evaluation of VeriCoM in
a series of four workshops within one controlled experiment
performed with a crowd of semi-experts lead to the identification of a set of defects with precision of 73% and a recall
from a Gold Standard defect set of 63%.

Introduction
Information systems heavily rely on several conceptual domain models during their creation and operation. In Software Engineering (SE), models, such as Extended Entity
Relationship (EER) diagrams, diagram variants based on
the Unified Modelling Language (UML) or Petri nets, play
an important role in various software engineering life cycle phases (Brambilla, Cabot, and Wimmer 2012). Models
can be used as foundation for building software artifacts and
products, e.g., for code and test case generation, or detailed
planning documents based on high level or abstract models. In Knowledge Engineering ontologies, taxonomies, and
knowledge graphs are conceptual representations of the domain in which the information system is used and often act
as schema for storing domain data (Pan et al. 2017).
The quality of the conceptual models of underlying information systems is success-critical for later usage, because
defects can have a major impact on the quality of the resulting artifacts (e.g., on code, test cases, or more detailed planning documents). Therefore, ensuring the quality and the
correctness of these models is an important research topic,
addressed in diverse research fields.
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In Knowledge Engineering, ontology evaluation focuses
on “checking the technical quality of an ontology against a
frame of reference” such as a gold standard ontology, a representative domain corpus, a specification document, or general human knowledge (Sabou and Fernández 2012). Some
evaluation tasks can be automatically performed: reasoning
can assess the logical consistency of the model based on the
semantics of the encoding language; lexical comparison can
approximate domain coverage with respect to a corpus. Yet,
a subset of model evaluation tasks require human input. This
is the case of ontology verification which “compares the
ontology against the ontology specification document, thus
ensuring that the ontology is built correctly (in compliance
with the specification)” (Sabou and Fernández 2012).
Similarly, in Software Engineering, besides automated
model verification approaches based on language semantics,
Software Inspection (SI) is a well-established approach (Aurum, Petersson, and Wohlin 2002) that supports defect detection of various document types early in the software life
cycle by making use of human expertise from a group of inspectors (Fagan 1976). During software model inspection,
inspectors check whether a conceptual model correctly and
completely represents the content of a reference document
(Laitenberger and DeBaud 2000).
However, the manual verification of conceptual models
by experts is time-consuming, costly and faces several challenges even when following well-established procedures
such as in software inspection, e.g., difficulty to cover the
entire inspection object during typical sessions of two hours,
high costs and time needed for coordinating the inspection
group without dedicated tool support (Winkler et al. 2017).
In this context, human computation techniques promise, at
a minimum, tool support and a better coordination of the
verification problem as well as its outsourcing to crowds of
layman or semi-experts.
Since the problem of verifying conceptual models is of
high importance to at least two research communities, a
number of approaches have successfully used human computation techniques to address this problem by enlisting
crowds of experts or layman. However, because these approaches were mostly proposed within the boundaries of
their own research areas, there is a lack of understanding of their commonalities and differences. This hampers a
concerted effort on the model verification problem, the ex-

